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Who can best carry the investment risk in the next phase
of the Energiewende?
While on the brink of being competitive RES
investments continue to bear significant Value at Risk

Potential parties able
to carry risk

Cumulative value at risk of new builds until 2030
Billion EUR

Expresses loss on
investment in P901
downside power price
scenario compared to
typical return
expectation

65% target

28

Cost of
Capital
(WACC)

EEG – State
guaranteed

3-5%

Corporate PPA

6-8%

Utility PPA

6-8%

Pure equity
asset (full
merchant risk)

9-12%

For comparison of scale

EEG 2017

22
Government
targets 2030

11

RWE equity

PPAs are a contractual tool to distribute risk and benefits to the most appropriate party
1) A P90 price scenario based on realistic changes of power price drivers, their correlation and their combined impact.
Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Illustrative examples

Examples of C&I1 PPA off-takers and their rationales
Example
companies

Perspective on PPA for power procurement

Reliable counterparty for debt finance

•
•

Electricity price has a tangible yet limited effect on
profitability
Part of sustainable/green branding
Scale for competitive prizing



•
•
•

Guarantees price stability for long-term demand
Electricity cost with high impact on overall results
Part of sustainable/green branding



•
•
•

In addition to own generation portfolio
Expertise in power sector and market risks
Reducing price volatility of power demand



•

No or lower credit rating (not investment grade)

•

Limited expertise in energy sector and no own
generation portfolio

•



1) Commerce and industry
Source: Aurora Energy Research
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PPAs aim to strike a deal between the energy production
cost and a fair market value of the power delivered
Developers take the perspective of
maximising returns during PPA
negotiations…
In evaluating a corporate PPA deal, developers
should consider:
1.

What are the expected projects cost i.e.
LCOE (levelized cost of electricity)

2.

Do the terms increase project bankability,
allowing to spread equity?

3.

…while off-takers focus on the
perspective of the fair market value of
power
In evaluating a corporate PPA deal, off-takers
should consider:

VS.

1.

Do the terms increase project’s
profitability?
2.

With declining subsidies, PPAs offer an
opportunity to secure revenues for the project.
This allows for debt financing, lowering the
total project cost

Source: Aurora Energy Research

What is the fair value of the contract,
given:

•

Cannibalisation and balancing costs

•

Cost of risk exposure

•

Hedging benefits

What is the value placed on green energy
over conventional sources?

PPAs offer the opportunity for C&I power
consumers to secure green energy supply.
They can also guarantee price security
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A PPA contract is valued based on future power prices, the
value of the green benefit and the valuation of the market risk
I Different market
expectations

II Different value

of green benefit

III Different valuation
of risk

Value of
hedge

Wholesale
price

Asset
profile

Short-term
balancing
cost

Value of
energy

GoO

Cost of
Fair value
capital at risk of contract

Natural parties to purchase PPAs have expectation of rising prices, high internal value of
green benefit and the ability to absorb power price risk

Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Corporate PPAs can cover 51 TWh or 13% of Germany’s C&I
power demand – a value of EUR 2 billion p.a.
Demand of commercial and industry sector
In TWh
375

Market size of
~2 bn EUR p.a.
or 17 to 23 GW3

All metal production
Chemicals and oil
Food production
Information technology
Machinery
Wood, paper and pulp
Hotel and restaurants
Transport equipment
Wholesale and retail
Rail
Financial services
Other industries2

Top 4 sectors

104
51

Total C&I demand

With investment
grade credit rating

Limited off-take to not
impact credit rating1

Offshore
equivalent

a

b

25 GW

10 GW

1)A synthetic approach for ratings based on interest coverage ratios was chosen and impact of risk on the ratio calculated. Risk could not exceed more than 30% of a rating range
2)Other industries include amongst others real estate (eg. LEG Immobilien), consulting (eg. KMPG), logistics (eg. Lufthansa, Fraport) & entertainment (eg. RTL). 3) Depending on RES portfolio
Sources: Eurostat, Monopolkommission, Moody’s, various annual reports, Aurora Energy Research.
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Utility Potential

With the coal exit a total of 5 billion Euro of market risk leave
the system, potentially allowing utilities to take on new risk
Cumulative Value at Risk of coal fleet between 2020 and 2040,
Billion EUR
5,0

1
Slow decrease
Total market risk declines as
first plants approach closure

4,5
4,0
3,5
2

3,0

Steep slump
Succession of plant closures
lead to rapid decline of
remaing market risk

2,5

2,0
1,5
1,0

3

0,5
0,0
2020

2025

1

2030
2

2035

2040

Coal exit complete
Last remaining plants shut
down and market risk slowly
approaches 0

3

Assuming an appropriate risk exposure in the current situation, the coal exit can free up the utilities‘ ability
to take on further market risk through PPAs

Source: Aurora Energy Research
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Additional1 renewables financed through PPAs could be an
additional building block in meeting the 2030 emission targets
Power sector emissions in Germany,
MtCO2e per year

455

332

-56%

-59%

133
14
199

1990

2017

Savings
based on
EEG2017
RES buildout

2030
Emissions
based on
EEG2017

185

Potential
emission
reduction
via PPAs

180186

Emission Government
after PPAs target 2030

1) In addition to subsidised renewable buildout under the EEG2017
Sources: Projektionsbericht 2017, Aurora Energy Research
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GET IN TOUCH
For more information on the
study and our services:

Aurora Energy Research
Dresdener Strasse 15
10999 Berlin
+49 (0) 30 1208 4969
berlinoffice@auroraer.com
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Disclaimer
General Disclaimer
This document is provided “as is” for your information only and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by
Aurora Energy Research Limited (“Aurora”), its directors, employees, agents or affiliates (together its “Associates”) as to its
accuracy, reliability or completeness. Aurora and its Associates assume no responsibility, and accept no liability for, any loss
arising out of your use of this document. This document is not to be relied upon for any purpose or used in substitution for
your own independent investigations and sound judgment. The information contained in this document reflects our beliefs,
assumptions, intentions and expectations as of the date of this document and is subject to change. Aurora assumes no
obligation, and does not intend, to update this information.
Forward looking statements
This document contains forward-looking statements and information, which reflect Aurora’s current view with respect to future
events and financial performance. When used in this document, the words "believes", "expects", "plans", "may", "will", "would",
"could", "should", "anticipates", "estimates", "project", "intend" or "outlook" or other variations of these words or other similar
expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements and information. Actual results may differ materially from the
expectations expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements as a result of known and unknown risks and uncertainties.
Known risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to: risks associated with political events in Europe and elsewhere,
contractual risks, creditworthiness of customers, performance of suppliers and management of plant and personnel; risk
associated with financial factors such as volatility in exchange rates, increases in interest rates, restrictions on access to capital,
and swings in global financial markets; risks associated with domestic and foreign government regulation, including export
controls and economic sanctions; and other risks, including litigation. The foregoing list of important factors is not exhaustive.
Copyright
This document and its content (including, but not limited to, the text, images, graphics and illustrations) is the copyright material
of Aurora[, unless otherwise stated]. No part of this document may be copied, reproduced, distributed or in any way used for
commercial purposes without the prior written consent of Aurora.
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